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ABSTRACT
Objective With the increased routine use of advanced
imaging in clinical diagnosis and treatment, it has
become imperative to provide patients with a means to
view and understand their imaging studies. We illustrate
the feasibility of a patient portal that automatically
structures and integrates radiology reports with
corresponding imaging studies according to several
information orientations tailored for the layperson.
Methods The imaging patient portal is composed of
an image processing module for the creation of a
timeline that illustrates the progression of disease, a
natural language processing module to extract salient
concepts from radiology reports (73% accuracy, F1 score
of 0.67), and an interactive user interface navigable by
an imaging ﬁndings list. The portal was developed as a
Java-based web application and is demonstrated for
patients with brain cancer.
Results and discussion The system was exhibited at
an international radiology conference to solicit feedback
from a diverse group of healthcare professionals. There
was wide support for educating patients about their
imaging studies, and an appreciation for the informatics
tools used to simplify images and reports for consumer
interpretation. Primary concerns included the possibility
of patients misunderstanding their results, as well as
worries regarding accidental improper disclosure of
medical information.
Conclusions Radiologic imaging composes a
signiﬁcant amount of the evidence used to make
diagnostic and treatment decisions, yet there are few
tools for explaining this information to patients. The
proposed radiology patient portal provides a framework
for organizing radiologic results into several information
orientations to support patient education.

look up health information online veriﬁed it with
their physicians.7
Several beneﬁts of tailored information within
patient portal applications have been demonstrated,8–10 including equipping patients with
vetted, higher quality information regarding their
disease or condition; and facilitating access to their
underlying medical records. However, little work
has been done to make the full range of radiology
content—imaging and text—available to patients in
an understandable format. This lack is in spite of
the fact that radiology reports and images constitute a signiﬁcant amount of the evidence used in
diagnosis and treatment assessment. Even though
radiology test results are one of the most difﬁcult
portions of the clinical record for lay people to
understand,11 they are one of the most frequently
accessed pieces of information via patient portals
when available.12 This suggests the need for new
methods of sharing radiology information with
patients.
One possibility for bridging consumers’ understanding of illness with professional disease models
is the use of an ‘interpretive layer’ between
clinically-generated information and consumercentric disease explanations. Such a layer would
potentially enable lay patients to construct more
accurate mental models of health, form effective
search queries, navigate medical information
systems, understand the information found within
health documents, and apply the information to
their personal situations appropriately.13 In this
work we utilize the concept of interpretive layers,
and describe a methodology for automatically combining radiology data with educational information
for the patient, presented through a web-accessible
portal.

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

The number of patients accessing health information online continues to rise,1 and being diagnosed
with cancer has been shown to increase the amount
of time an individual searches for information.2–4
However, the popularity of a website is not always
indicative of its quality.5 The dearth of quality
material online is reﬂected in the Health
Information National Trends Survey (HINTS),
which found that Americans feel that online cancer
information is inadequate. Of those surveyed, 69%
did not have a website they especially liked for
cancer information, emphasizing the need for
trusted information resources.6 With the quality of
sources in question, patients thus often bring up
information they ﬁnd online with their doctor; one
study found that up to 90% of respondents who

Towards satisfying patients’ wishes for access to
records and better knowledge resources, government policy has been developed to provide incentives for institutions utilizing patient portals in
order to promote usage.14 The US Department of
Health and Human Services believes that such
portals will not only increase patient access to
information, but allow patients to become more
active in their care. This sentiment is also reﬂected
in a recent Institute of Medicine Report, which
emphasizes the importance of patient portals in a
continuously learning healthcare system.15 With
this additional motivation, patient portal deployment and use is expected to become commonplace.16 In point of fact, the Health Level 7 (HL7)
International Context-Aware Knowledge Retrieval
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in radiologic interpretations31 32; a temporal orientation that
shows the evolution of disease via imaging; and a source orientation that allows patients to review an annotated version of
their radiology reports.33–36 These three perspectives allow a
user to navigate their radiologic information, allowing for the
selective drilling down to the original image interpretations.
Figure 1 shows the four main components of our radiology
portal interface: (1) a panel showing a patient’s ‘salient’ imaging
ﬁndings, organized in reverse chronological order (ﬁgure 1A);
(2) an information panel providing patient-oriented explanations of imaging techniques, disease concepts, and salient image
ﬁndings (ﬁgure 1B); (3) an interactive panel showing only key
slices from patient imaging studies and associated extracted ﬁndings from radiology reports (ﬁgure 1C); and (4) a study viewer
displaying the full image series with an annotated conclusion
section from the corresponding report (ﬁgure 1D). Interactions
with the portal are designed to be driven by the imaging ﬁndings list. From the list, a user may click on a ﬁnding of interest,
which triggers the information panel to display a lay description
of the ﬁnding with an annotated illustration. In addition, clicking a ﬁnding ‘activates’ imaging studies in a patient’s record by
graphically highlighting studies where the ﬁnding was noted by
the radiologist. At any point, a user may click on a key slice
from an imaging study to launch the study viewer.

standard now provides a technical speciﬁcation for integrating
electronic health records and personal health records with external information resources, and is increasingly being adopted by
vendors and information providers.17–19
Previous studies have found that despite the rising tendency
of patients to search for and access health information online,
they are often discouraged by the information they ﬁnd as it is
frequently too general to elucidate the speciﬁcs of an individual’s disease or treatment.1 2 5–7 Notably, patients’ information
needs are not limited to general knowledge, but also encompass
access to their underlying medical records and the content
within them.20 Indeed, receiving (accurate) information relevant
to one’s cancer diagnosis has been shown to increase patient
involvement in decision-making,8 and to enhance satisfaction
with treatment options.9 Additionally, giving patients access to
personalized health information can improve communication
between family members, and between patients and providers.9 10 The latter is especially important as it has been estimated that patients remember approximately only half of the
information presented in a conversation with their physician.21
Prior work shows that patient-oriented language is preferred
by patients when receiving abnormal radiology results,22 but
professional tools to explain medical concepts use expert language, much of which patients do not understand.23 As such,
patients who do request copies of radiology reports and images
generally receive this information with little or no additional
explanatory material, and turn to their healthcare providers for
explanations. This scenario is sub-optimal in that some of the
resultant questions could be answered with a suitable online
information resource. Also, such an information resource could
be adapted to the speciﬁcs of a patient’s case, providing targeted
details and lessening the cognitive burden on the patient to reconcile the content of his medical report with generalized information resources designed for a broad spectrum of patients (eg,
search engines, MedlinePlus, WebMD). For example, prior
research indicates that presenting medical information to
patients accompanied by pictures can increase attention, recall,
and comprehension of medical concepts.24 25 This observation
suggests that showing patients illustrations of imaging or disease
concepts speciﬁcally related to their studies may provide them
with an appreciation of the (causative) reasoning between their
symptoms/sequelae and required treatments. While efforts exist
to create interfaces that support sharing radiologic imaging
across healthcare providers,26 current solutions are not designed
speciﬁcally to educate patients.27 28

The system architecture is shown in ﬁgure 2. Patients seen at the
oncology clinic are pre-identiﬁed by a clinician, and on request,
our portal server fetches the required patient information
(images from the institutional picture archive and communications system (PACS); reports from the radiology information
system). The application is not intended to make new information available to the patient before prior practitioner–patient
communication. Rather, it is meant to review information
already disclosed to a patient by his healthcare provider, in
order to limit both the stress of encountering new information
without professional guidance and that of attempting to recall
detailed information after talking with practitioners. The
retrieved data is fed into image and natural language processing
(NLP) modules, with the resultant analyses stored in a database
on the portal server. When a user accesses a given patient portal
page, a Java Server Pages application dynamically generates a set
of HTML5 views from the raw and analyzed data, and serves
up the web-based portal application. The modules and portal
components are now described in detail.

METHODS

Salient ﬁndings panel

We implemented an electronic portal for patients with primary
brain tumors (eg, gliomas, meningiomas, etc.), a population
associated with a high degree of information needs and large
amounts of initial and follow-up radiologic imaging. Our system
includes explanatory layers of information between the
patient and the source clinical data, with each layer offering
a lay explanation and overview of the layer immediately
below, forming a hierarchy of progressively more speciﬁc information views that ultimately link to individual source reports’
ﬁndings and associated imaging studies. These layers help to
mediate between professional and patient health perspectives,
using concepts, illustrations, and key radiology images designed
for a consumer audience. Similar notions of augmenting
medical information have been discussed previously in the
literature.29 30The portal utilizes several information orientations, some of which have been previously explored in the literature, including: a problem orientation to summarize ﬁndings

System architecture and components

The salient ﬁndings panel provides patients with a list of pertinent observations made over time and as documented through
radiologists’ interpretations. To deﬁne salient ﬁndings, a superset
of candidate concepts was automatically extracted from the
conclusion section of neuroradiology reports (brain MRI
studies), using the Mayo Clinical Text Analysis and Knowledge
Extraction System (cTAKES) NLP software operating with the
Systemized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms
(SNoMED-CT) terminology.37 Negated concepts (eg, ‘no evidence of hydrocephalus’) were discarded using the cTAKES integrated negation detector, which is based on NegEx.38 Although
negated concepts can be particularly important (eg, ‘no edema
present’), a design decision was made to focus only on concepts
that were observed by the radiologist and therefore visible in
the imaging study. In total, 2883brain MRI reports from 277
patients (based on all brain MRI studies and the related radiology report, from all patients) were processed, resulting in the
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Figure 1 Annotated screenshot of the web-based patient radiology portal showing the different components of the application. (A) The imaging
ﬁndings list displays salient concepts extracted from the conclusion section of radiology reports (eg, ‘edema’). (B) The information panel is used to
display explanations of imaging ﬁndings and imaging techniques (eg, ‘What is edema?’ or ‘What is MRI?’). (C) The same key slice from each imaging
study is displayed chronologically with the conclusion section from the corresponding radiology report to illustrate the individual’s response to
treatment. (D) The interactive study viewer allows the user to view entire image series (ie, all slices) within the study and to read the conclusion section
of the radiology report where complex terms (underlined words) have been annotated with mouse-over deﬁnitions (dark box overlaying the text).

extraction of 448 unique concepts. Although patients have a
desire to understand the signiﬁcance of their radiology ﬁndings,
they lack the clinical expertise to deﬁne the set of speciﬁc
imaging concepts that fulﬁlls this information need (eg, hydrocephalus, midline shift, necrosis, etc). Therefore, the selection
of the concept subset was performed with guidance from: (1)
clinical experts, who have experience answering patient questions; and (2) literature, which indicates that patients are concerned with understanding their different diagnoses (eg,
glioblastoma), procedures (eg, craniotomy), and symptoms (eg,
edema).39–41 First, the investigators removed a large number of
concepts that were detected as a result of a radiologist’s
mention of a patient’s historical disease or co-morbidity (ie,
concepts without a visual representation in corresponding
imaging) from the set. Next, manual reconciliation of concepts
that would be considered synonymous by a patient (eg, ‘malignant neoplastic disease’ and ‘malignant neoplasm of brain’) was
conducted, as was the removal of erroneous concepts from the
set (eg, syncope, as in ‘to faint’, is often mapped, when a radiologist mentions ‘faint contrast enhancement’). This process
resulted in 52 terms that comprised the ﬁnal set of salient
1030

ﬁnding concepts, which were stored in a lookup table. The 15
most common concepts from this set are given in table 1. Using
the NLP module (see ﬁgure 2), concepts automatically extracted
from a patient’s conclusion section were referenced in the
lookup table; matches were retrieved and sorted in reverse
chronological order for display in the salient ﬁndings panel.
To evaluate the automatic extraction of salient ﬁndings, we generated a gold standard set and compared it to results from the
NLP module. First, two annotators (the ﬁrst and second author)
jointly annotated a random sample of 50 radiology conclusion sections from our dataset under the guidance of a neuroradiologist
(the third author). Next, the annotators separately annotated 150
impression sections, which had an average length of 85 words.
Following Hripcsak and Rothschild42 and Fleiss,43 we calculated
the positive speciﬁc agreement between the annotators to be 0.91,
where the annotated spans for a term were required to overlap.
Discordances were adjudicated by a neuroradiologist to generate
the ﬁnal gold standard. In total, 684 instances of the 52 salient
terms were identiﬁed. Using this gold standard, the NLP module
achieved an accuracy of 73% at identifying mentions of a concept,
with an F1 score of 0.67 (precision 0.63, recall 0.73).44
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Figure 2 System architecture showing natural language processing and imaging processing modules that generate several information orientations.
The portal is implemented as a Java-based web application, with key slices in the imaging timeline shown as JPEGS, and an HTML Canvas image
viewer that displays complete series using pixel data passed in a JSON object.

Information panel
Using a combination of graphical pictures and text, the information panel explains the salient concepts detected by NLP in the
conclusion section of radiology reports. We ﬁrst attempted to
employ existing concept explanations from the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) MedlinePlus repository. However, we
found these deﬁnitions, as well as those present in the Uniﬁed
Medical Language System, to be too generic for use in this
application. For example, when extracted from a brain magnetic
resonance (MR) report from a patient with brain cancer, there is
a high degree of certainty as to the meaning of a radiologist’s
mention of ‘edema’ (ie, excess accumulation of water in the
brain). Therefore, instead of using a general deﬁnition of
edema, we present a more speciﬁc explanation to support the
patient in understanding the relative importance and context of

cerebral edema. These explanations were developed by our clinical investigators based on their experience in providing such
clariﬁcations to patients in real life. When available, explanations were augmented with information from existing resources,
such as the patient version of deﬁnitions from the National
Cancer Institute. Figure 3 shows an example explanation with
an accompanying pictorial illustration.
In addition to providing descriptions of disease concepts, the
information panel contains explanations of MRI pulse
sequences and contrast agents with the goal of helping patients
understand why a given imaging study was performed, and how
to interpret images in the portal. By way of illustration, ﬁgure 4
shows the explanation for the function of contrast agents in
MRI brain tumor imaging.

Imaging studies panel
Table 1 Fifteen most frequent concepts extracted from the
conclusion sections of radiology reports
UMLS Concept Unique Identifier (CUI)

Term

C0027651, C0006118
C0728940
C0013604
C0010280
C1510420, C0333343, C1515091
C1627358
C0017636
C0229985
C0027540
C0543478
C0019080
C0020255
C0576481
C0020564
C0178874F

Brain neoplasms
Excision
Edema
Craniotomy
Surgical resection cavity
Contrast enhancement
Glioblastoma
Surgical margins
Necrosis
Residual tumor
Hemorrhage
Hydrocephalus
Midline shift
Hypertrophy
Tumor progression

Given the context of brain cancer imaging, some concepts were combined and
presented to the user in synonymous fashion.
UMLS, Unified Medical Language System.

For oncology patients, imaging is frequently used to assess
response to treatment. For neuro-oncology, MR is the predominant modality, given its ability to highlight key pathophysiology
concomitant to the tumor’s progression/regression. Multiple
variations of MR sequences are performed, with each series
acquired to provide unique evidence on the state of a tumor:
T1-weighted imaging highlights anatomy and therefore provides
a good view of a tumor’s structure; whereas T2-weighted
images highlight water and are useful for observing edema surrounding a tumor (and potential ﬂuid accumulation indicating
possible increasing intracranial pressure). Additional series, such
as apparent diffusion coefﬁcient maps (used for monitoring the
diffusion of water within a tumor), may also be acquired, but
are not performed with the same regularity.
At our institution, each brain cancer patient typically receives
a T1-weighted scan; a T1-weighted scan with contrast; a
T2-weighted scan; and a FLAIR (ﬂuid attenuated inversion
recovery) or PD ( proton density) scan (FLAIR and PD scans are
used to look for lesions and edema proximal to brain ventricles). These scans are conducted every 4–6 weeks while receiving chemotherapy, and then every few months if the cancer is in
remission. The frequency of imaging and the fact that many
medical decisions are predicated on imaging results makes
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Figure 3 An example deﬁnition for the disease ﬁnding ‘edema’ used by the system, including textual and visual descriptions of the concept.

patients naturally curious as to what their images mean.
However, clinical MRI data is not ideal for unsupervised presentation to patients. First, it exists in DICOM (Digital Imaging
and Communications in Medicine) format, which cannot be
easily viewed without specialized software. Next, scans are
acquired as two-dimensional slices and viewed in stacks that
must be scrolled through to build a mental three-dimensional
view of the brain. Patients are not accustomed to interpreting
images in this manner; nor will they have sufﬁcient knowledge
to comprehend the neuro-anatomy seen in such studies. Finally,
as scans are acquired at different times, there are variations
across studies. For instance, patients’ heads may be tilted at different angles in the scanner, the ﬁeld of view may change, pixel
intensity may vary, and the number of slices in a study is often
different. Ultimately, all of these factors confound the nonexpert in viewing and comparing imaging studies.
Following our paradigm of creating explanatory layers around
such complex clinical data, we developed an image processing
module that generates key slices, which are displayed over time
in a single view (ﬁgure 1C). The process works as follows:
1. Key slice selection: When an individual is ﬁrst added to the
patient portal system, one axial reference study is chosen by
a radiologist, from which a key slice is selected. The key slice
reﬂects as much of the radiologist’s description as possible.
For example, if a patient has a tumor with midline shift
(movement of the brain across the sagittal plane as a result
of the space-occupying tumor), a key slice containing the
tumor and the shifted brain ventricles will be selected.
Typically, a key diagnostic or post-surgical resection study
will be chosen. This key slice and study serves as a baseline
reference point for subsequent imaging studies. In our
dataset, this process took approximately 3 min for a neuroradiologist to complete.

2. Subsequent image normalization: When a new imaging study
is performed, it is retrieved from the institution’s PACS and
automatically intensity standardized and registered to the reference study selected by the neuroradiologist. Intensity standardization is performed using histogram matching.45
Intra-subject registration is performed using a rigid transformation with nine degrees of freedom (three rotations, three
translations, three scalings) using the FLIRT (Functional MRI
of the Brain Linear Image Registration Tool) package from
FSL (Functional MRI of the Brain Software Library).46 This
step aligns anatomy across studies, ensuring that the key slice
selected by the radiologist will match the same anatomical
slice in other studies, thereby automatically selecting the same
key slice in all studies. The normalization process requires
approximately 1 min per study, with preprocessed results
stored on the portal server for subsequent presentation.
3. Key slice layout: The normalized key slices are then displayed on a timeline, side-by-side. This layout provides a
view of changes occurring within the brain as the result of
disease progression and treatment.
The imaging studies panel presents these key slices accompanied by the conclusion section of the corresponding radiology
report, allowing a user to track changes visually and through the
narrative of the radiologist. Figure 5 presents a sample result
from this processing module illustrating the collapse of a resection cavity over time.

Study viewer
The study viewer allows a user to peruse the original series data
from an imaging study alongside further educational materials
speciﬁc to the conclusion section of the radiology report. The
materials presented in this panel introduce concepts that are not
necessarily considered relevant in the speciﬁc context of a

Figure 4 An example deﬁnition for the imaging technique of ‘contrast’ used by the portal, including textual and visual descriptions of the concept.
1032
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Figure 5 Key slices created by the imaging pipeline showing the temporal evolution of disease. In this example, a surgical resection cavity is
collapsing over time, with the most recent image on the left.
patient’s salient imaging ﬁndings list (eg, ‘lateral ventricles’), but
as they are core medical concepts that are not generally known
by laypersons, they require explanation. We ﬁrst tried to automatically translate the source text to a summary that a patient
could understand. Necessarily, this approach required abstraction and simpliﬁcation, as it is not feasible to deﬁne such concepts to the same degree to which they are understood by
clinicians. The Open-Access and Collaborative Consumer

Health Vocabulary (OAC-CHV) was used to classify concepts
found by cTAKES as ‘complex’ terms, which were then replaced
with OAC-CHV lay deﬁnitions. Following Zeng-Treitler et al,33
terms with a combination familiarity score lower than 0.6 in
OAC-CHV were deemed to be unfamiliar to the lay reader and
were replaced. This approach had several limitations. Though
OAC-CHV is under continual development, it does not contain
entries for many neuroradiology concepts (eg, ‘midline shift’)

Figure 6 Portal interaction illustrating the use of the image ﬁndings list to drive exploration of the radiology information. (1) Imaging ﬁndings may
be clicked to display a deﬁnition in the information panel (2) and highlight relevant imaging studies (3). When a key image is clicked, the study
viewer (4) is displayed.
Arnold CW, et al. J Am Med Inform Assoc 2013;20:1028–1036. doi:10.1136/amiajnl-2012-001457
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and includes many terms without lay explanations that have
uninformative complexity scores (eg, ‘vasogenic cerebral
edema’); this latter point is likely due to the scarcity of the
concept in the corpus of query logs used to estimate complexity
in the OAC-CHV.47 Also, as a result of incorrect term detection
by NLP or improper lay deﬁnition insertion (eg, incorrectly
matching the tense of a sentence), we observed that the automatic translation system introduced undesirable errors, if not
misunderstandings. We therefore felt it was more appropriate to
leave the radiology conclusion unmodiﬁed and instead focused
on supplementing it with lay neuroradiology deﬁnitions. Similar
to the creation of the salient image ﬁnding concept set, a set of
concepts was deﬁned to augment the conclusion section by
manual review, a process that resulted in 247 concepts.
Deﬁnitions for these concepts were written by the clinical investigators with a consumer audience in mind, an approach followed in the creation of the OAC-CHV. This process resulted in
a repository of explanations that are available to the portal to
support the conclusion section of a radiology report when a
pertinent concept is identiﬁed by the NLP module.

DISCUSSION
In contrast to previous work in patient portal development,
which focuses on sharing text reports, medications, and laboratory results,12 31 32 48 49 our proposed portal displays and
attempts to explain both radiology imaging and reports, information that is known to be difﬁcult for patients to comprehend.11 The presented portal view for neuro-oncology is just
one way information can be augmented to provide a (lay)
patient with additional context pertinent to a particular disease.
In its most general form, this developed radiology portal framework can be used across a multitude of diseases and anatomies.
For instance, a view for lung cancer could also apply image
registration to CT images to show changes related to disease
progression, and the effects of interventions over time. One possible addition to this imaging-centric view is the integration of
treatment information (eg, chemotherapy) concurrent with the
imaging timeline, providing a clearer picture of treatment effects
as observed via radiologic imaging.
Our preliminary results indicate the feasibility of the NLP
module at identifying salient terms; however the problems of
using cTAKES’ annotators without customization are evident in
our performance metrics. Common errors included the selection
of ﬁndings that are not negated, but are also not present in the
image. Representative instances of this type of error include, ‘…
following neurosurgical resection of the left lateral posterior
frontal lobe mass…,’ and, ‘the pneumocephalus as well as the
layer of acute blood previously seen within the resection cavity
have resolved’. In the ﬁrst example the mass has been resected
and therefore will not appear in the imaging. Similarly, in the
second example pneumocephalus and acute blood have resolved
from the resection cavity and therefore will not be visualized.
Such expressions illustrate the complexity of identifying the
ﬁndings from a radiology report that were actually observed in
the corresponding imaging study by the radiologist, and suggest
the need for training contextual sequence models of both words
and reports over time. Further supporting the need for temporal
models, there are few standards for reporting in the domain of
neuroradiology and therefore a patient may observe inconsistencies in the coverage of concepts across reports over time due to
contrasting styles between radiologists, or reports that describe
only incremental changes, rather than all ﬁndings. A sufﬁciently
robust temporal model may be able to recognize such gaps in
concept coverage and interpolate the missing ﬁndings for the
1034

patient. Our future work includes exploring the integration
of domain-speciﬁc ontologies (eg, RadLex50) to improve the
identiﬁcation of ﬁndings and anatomical concepts, and creating
a gold standard to evaluate the performance of the NLP module
at identifying terms for explanation in the study viewer.
Additionally, assessing the readability of the clinician-generated
deﬁnitions is a future goal, with previous work in the area using
cloze scoring and metrics speciﬁc to health-related content.51 52
Finally, we note that as the NLP module targets only those concepts that have been manually validated, it is possible that relevant concepts in unseen radiology conclusion sections may be
missed. This problem is mitigated by having a large dataset on
which to base concept selection, and may be further minimized
by performing regular updates. However, if applied at a new
institution, a comprehensive review of radiology reports would
likely be necessary to account for institution-speciﬁc reporting
practices. To receive feedback from a diverse group of healthcare professionals, the system was exhibited at a demonstration
booth at the Radiological Society of North America 2011
annual meeting. The application and its use were presented,
with the authors available for support. Many people recognized
the portal’s ability to educate a patient on their disease state
through their record, provide a means by which a patient may
review diagnosis and treatment history, and allow a patient to
share their record with family members and other supporting
individuals. However, there was also concern that despite the
mechanisms for structuring and explaining, the application
thrusts information onto the patient that may be past the
average individual’s comprehension. Indeed, there are documented ‘mismatches’ between lay and professional deﬁnitions of
terms13 and furthermore, the language and concepts used by
patients is reﬂective of their ‘cultural, social, and experiential
knowledge’.53 Thus, no augmentation can allot for and correct
all patient misconceptions. Ensuing misunderstandings could in
turn result in extra work for the physician, who would be left
with the burden of answering questions that would have not
otherwise arisen. Such viewpoints resulted in the suggestion that
the application be used as a tool during ofﬁce visits, allowing
for practitioners to be present while patients viewed the content
in order to provide information support.
These critiques and comments were taken under consideration.
The application is intended to facilitate the sharing
and explanation of radiology reports, providing users with
new information in the form of increased comprehension of
their medical imaging procedures and results. However, the
portal is not designed to convey information beyond this
scope (eg, there is no personalized prognostic information
offered). Furthermore, the system is designed to release test
results only after approval by a physician. For instance, a
neuro-oncologist may control when a patient has access to a
study through the portal, which is likely only after an in-person
clinic consultation. And while steps can be taken to prevent
issues regarding patients misunderstanding and clinician workload increases, the potential for these issues cannot be completely
eliminated.11 24 54 55 There are, and will always be, risks in allowing patients direct access with their records, but evidence indicates that these potential risks are outweighed by the beneﬁts
provided by such a system to an engaged patient.9 10 33 56

CONCLUSION
As part of having a health-literate patient population that is
engaged and informed in its own care, it is of growing importance to establish educational portals that deliver customized,
understandable radiology content to patients. Despite concerns,
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studies measuring the impact of patient portals have not found
an increase in consumer misconceptions about health information.57 58 In contrast, patients who reviewed their data via a
portal reported that it led them to more accurate information
and better prepared them for upcoming clinical visits,32 as well
as made them more able to cope with the anxiety associated
with diagnoses when they receive information on disease progression and treatment.10 48 49 56 Moreover, increased access to
information for cancer patients, including their medical records,
has been shown to increase satisfaction with treatment choices,
increase conﬁdence in care providers, and improve adherence to
medical advice.48 59 Portal access also allows the consumer to
consolidate information that has historically been dispersed
across sources, an important concern in medical imaging.60 The
presented system offers a novel solution to sharing radiology
information with consumers, and is driven by imaging informatics tools to transform clinically-generated information into educational views that may be customized by patient and disease.
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